Social media and in particular, microblogs are becoming an important data source for disease surveillance, behavioral medicine, and public healthcare. Topic Models are widely used in microblog analytics for analyzing and integrating the textual data within a corpus. This paper uses health tweets as microblogs and attempts the health data clustering by topic models. The traditional topic models, such as Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI), Probabilistic Latent Schematic Indexing (PLSI), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), and integer Joint NMF(intJNMF) methods are used for health data clustering; however, they are intractable to assess the number of health topic clusters. Proper visualizations are essential to extract the information from and identifying trends of data, as they may include thousands of documents and millions of words.
I. INTRODUCTION
Twitter, Facebook, and microblogs [21] , [22] , [23] reveals the opinions of public and assessment of this social data [13] , [14] is an emerging need in the applications like topics detection [1] , [4] , product promotion in business [4] , political predictions [6] , and health recommendations [2] , [6] . Rapid urbanization is posing the number of public health-related problems, including accidents and injuries, healthcare disparities, and increasing disease burdens due to changes in lifestyle and nutrition, as well as increased environmental pollution. Twitter data contain sufficient health-related information, which dynamically updates millions of user posts for various health topics with all polarities of information [18] . The rate of flow of information increased because of tweets and retweets. In this paper, relationships between tweets as the interactions based on users (mentions), actions (reply and retweet), and contentment similarity are defined. A massive amount of data is generated, which makes it more difficult to extract topics [3] from these text documents manually. Topic modeling is an approach, which extracts implicit topics from document sets. There are several independent topics with different topic probabilities, and topics are consisting of words with different word probability. People frequently search for health-related topics in social media for envisaging solutions towards healthcare. Document clustering has become an increasingly important technique for unsupervised document organization [5] , automatic topic extraction, and fast information retrieval [35] , [38] , or filtering. Clustering techniques [8] , [17] , used based on topic classification, namely, LSI [27] , PLSI [29] , LDA [26] , supervised LDA [66], multi-class sLDA [67] , medLDA [68] , NMF [19] , [36] and intJNMF [37] , [40] , sNMF [7] are specifically used for text mining. Thes methods are most suitable for post clustering and cannot able to determine the pre-cluster tendency in such cases; there is possible to get poor health clustering results.
Bezdek et al. proposed [9] , [20] , [15] visual access tendency (VAT) for assessment of health data, which imposes good health topics (or clusters) visually. VAT use the Prim's logic for re-ordering the dissimilarity features for the set of data objects and saves this data in the matrix of reordered dissimilarity matrix (RDM) [15] and shows the visual clusters while displaying the image of RDM. The final image of RDM is known as VAT Image that gives the clarity of visualized square-shaped dark blocks along the diagonal for representing the clusters. We aim to investigate which public health issues are discussed in social media and in particular Twitter, and we use both VAT and traditional topic models in the proposed hybrid framework to overcome the problem of health cluster tendency, these hybrid topic models are VNMF, VLDA, VLSI, and VPLSI. Euclidean, cosine based, and multiviewpoint cosine based metrics are used for finding similarity features between tweets documents in proposed models. Text documents similarity features are very sparse and high dimensional. Cosine based metric computes the distance between objects concerning magnitude and direction of document vectors. Hence, it strongly supports topics clustering than Euclidean. In traditional similarity/dissimilarity uses only a single viewpoint, which is the origin. In a multi-viewpoint cosine similarity based metric, we used many different viewpoints; objects assumed not to be in the same cluster. Using this more accurate assessment of how close or distant a pair of points if we look at them from many different viewpoints and average of similarities measured relatively from the views of all other documents outside that cluster. The overall similarity is determined by taking an average over all the viewpoints not belonging to the cluster. Multi-viewpoints cosine similarity offers a more informative assessment of similarity than the single-origin point-based similarity measure. Our work is useful in the development of smart healthcare applications for recognition of health problems [31] , [32] based on symptoms, and produces social recommend solutions for each specific health problem. The key contribution of our work is summarized as follows:
1) Pre-processing of tweets is initiated for removing of unwanted symbols, URLs, and stemming on words for maintaining uniformity in text analysis.
2) Estimation of health topics tendency is done.
3) Visual clusters are developed for these health topics. 4) Hybrid topic cluster models are proposed for topics tendency and health cluster analytics. 5) Proposed techniques give a solution for health classification and recommended solutions for health problems.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related work of topic models; Section 3 describes the proposed hybrid topic models; Section 4 discusses the experimental study; Visual cluster analysis and discussion are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion and future scope of the work.
II. RELATED WORK OF TOPIC MODELS
With minimal human intervention, topic models can discover prominent topics in the text without specific knowledge of the dataset and used to derive clusters. Topic models have a wide range of applications especially in the fields of text mining and information retrieval. Probabilistic models describe the topics distributions of terms and subjects, whereas non-probabilistic models used for describing the topics from the importance of terms.
Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [27] useful for defining of term-document matrix with latent semantic factors that use the singular value decomposition (SVD) [28] , [29] . Post cluster tendency methods [16] , [17] are usually considered as lazy topic learners. To overcome this problem, pre-cluster tendency methods preferred in cluster tendency assessment. Normalized cut (Ncut) described as Ncut-NMF [24] , Xiaohui Yan et al. employed alternating non-negative least squares (ANLS) [25] algorithm for Ncut-NMF. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [26] , a Bayesian three-level hierarchical statistical model of PLSA implements posterior distribution using Bayesian inferences. Topics derived from interactions between tweets and re-tweets in the intJNMF method [49] . For visual assessment of clusters VAT and cosine VAT (cVAT) [18] extracts the dissimilarity features of documents concerning topic features and stored in dissimilarity matrix DM. The crisp partition matrix [17] is a broad approach of visual techniques, and it discovers document clustering results to topics, proposed as visual topic models in this paper. In this paper, we used a broad approach of VNMF, VLDA, VLSI, and VPLSI for the automation of tweets clustering of health tweets with prior knowledge of cluster health tendency and is presented in the proposed framework.
A. Similarity and Clustering Documents
Similarity metrics play an essential role in the success or failure of a clustering method. The effectiveness of the clustering algorithm depends on the appropriateness of the similarity measure to the data available. Documents comparison concerning topics features is performed with either distance or similarity metrics. Smaller the distance between two objects, the more similar they are to each of the feature vectors. Euclidean distance is the most common metric for computing similarity features between documents, used in most of the traditional topic modeling algorithms computed as in "(1)".
D(Twn, Twm)=√ (1)
Cosine similarity is the best suitable when the data is in high-dimensional and sparse. It is a big similarity score in text mining and information retrieval. Cosine measure is used in spherical k-means algorithm [45] , min-max cut graph-based spectral method [46] , average weight [47] , normalized cut [48] and document clustering using pairwise similarity score [49] , [50] . In [51] , Strehl et al. compared four measures Euclidean, cosine, Pearson correlation, and extended Jaccard, and concluded cosine and Jaccard are the best ones on web documents. Lenco et al. [52] introduced a similar contextbased distance learning method for categorical data. Lakkaraju et al. [53] employed a conceptual tree-similarity measure to identify similar documents. Chim and Deng [54] proposed a phrase-based document similarity. The cosine metric uses both the magnitude and direction of the vectors. Similarity features between two tweet documents computed using "(2)".
Multi-viewpoint based cosine similarity: We have a more accurate assessment of how close or distant a pair of points is if we look at them from multi-viewpoints computed and this similarity measure is called as multi-viewpoint based cosine similarity, and it is shown in "(3)".
Where A = ∑
The compatible visual hybrid topic models with Euclidean, cosine based, and multi-viewpoints cosine based metrics for assessment of twitter health topics is described as follows:
Step1: The term-document matrix is transformed into a topic-document matrix with a size of n x m, in which n and m describe the number of topics and documents, respectively.
Step2: Dissimilarity matrix (DM) is computed using distance metrics, and it is shown in the following matrix.
(
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Step3: Reorder the dissimilarity features of tweet documents using the procedure of VAT [9] , which resulting matrix is RDM.
Step4: The RDM matrix is normalized within the scale of 0 to 1, then display the RDM grayscale image for visualizing topic clusters, in which the topic clusters are shown as squareshaped dark colored blocks.
The visual images were displayed with Euclidean, cosine based distance, and multi-viewpoint based distance RDMs, more clarity of visual topics are shown in multi-viewpoints cosine based RDM. The proposed framework uses the topic derivation techniques along with visual models for deriving clusters estimations health tweets and explore the health topics based classification results. Respective proposed models are illustrated in the following section.
III. PROPOSED HYBRID TOPIC MODELS
For clusters estimations, visual models show an impressive result for unlabeled datasets. Traditional models include PLSI, NMF, LDA, and intJNMF are popular in the determination of topics clustering results. It is required to determine the prior classification of social health data clusters information; which informative assessment produces the quality of topics clusters. In such cases, users guessing is not required for topics clustering models; thus, there is a broad scope to improving the efficiency of topics cluster models. A combination of visual model (i.e., VAT) and topic models are proposed, by nature, these are known as hybrid models, which are Visual LSI (VLSI), Visual PLSI (VPLSI), Visual NMF (VNMF), and Visual LDA (VLDA). Proposed hybrid models compute the low-rank matrices for active learning of topics of tweets documents. The low-rank matrices are less sparse that can be used for representing the related topics and tweets documents rather than the relationship between terms and tweet documents. The proposed VNMF, VLDA, VPLSI, and VLSI exploit the relationships between documents and ignores retweet interactions. The VLSI uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) for finding the document scores for topics. The dissimilarity features between documents are computed based on document scores.
Algorithm 1: VLSI
Input: X, term-document matrix in w-d form Output: Number of Topics (or Clusters) Method:
1. Compute the document scores ‗V' for given X using SVD [ ] approach. 2. Compute the Dissimilarity Matrix (DM) of V 3. Find the Reordered Dissimilarity Matrix (RDM) of V using [15] and display image(RDM).
Assess a good number of topics from the image of RDM
The term-document matrix 'X' is constructed for the set of tweet documents, and it is taken as input in algorithm 2 (VPLSI). Step 1 computes the prior probability P(d, w ) with the probabilities of P(d) and P(w|d), whereas P(d) and P(w|d) describes the initial probability, and conditional independence probability respectively. The values of P(w|z), P(z), P(d|z) are re-calculated by EM procedure [30] , which support for extraction of certain topics distributions from the set of tweet documents. Probabilities of topic-document are stored in the variable of V. Re-estimations of probabilities are described in Step 3. The topic-document probabilities are stored into matrix V. Step 4 computes the dissimilarity matrix 'DM' using distance metrics (Either Euclidean or Cosine). Step 4 uses the Prim's logic for dissimilarities of data objects and finds the result in another matrix, known as re-ordered dissimilarity matrix (RDM).
Step 6 finds the image of RDM, which shows the clusters in the shape of square dark colored blocks. Estimations of clusters are performed by the assessment of square-shaped dark colored blocks from the image of RDM. All these steps are described in the proposed VPLSI, which shown as follows. The proposed VPLSI uses the term-documents [10] and related parameters of EM for determining the topic-document matrix. The terms-correlation features are not considered in the estimation of topic parameters. These features are essential in the determination of topics of tweet documents. For this reason, another visual topic model VNMF is proposed; it initially finds the topic-document matrix with consideration of the term-correlation matrix 'S.' It derives the useful conceptual (or hidden) topics before deriving the term-topic matrix ‗U'. The steps of VNMF are shown in Algorithm 3. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Term-document X shows the association between tweet documents and their respective terms. Correlations between the terms are also taken as input (S) of VNMF.
Step 1 shows the term-topic matrix, which satisfies the objective function L(U). Step 2 and 3 show the optimal term-topic matrix ‗U' derivations with convergence and derives the optimal topicdocument matrix V. In V; the documents are denoted as document vectors.
Step 4 computes the distances between document vectors using distance metrics and stored in dissimilarity matrix (DM). In Step5, the values of DM are reordered according to Prim's logic, and final re-ordered values are stored in RDM and procedure given in [11] . In step 6, the RDM image is displayed that shows the visual clusters through dark-colored square-shaped blocks. Each squareshaped dark colored block shows an individual crisp partition for a similar set of objects. With the crisp partitions of squareshaped blocks, the cluster labels of objects are predicted which gives the complete topics clustering results. Another topic model, say, LDA finds the Dirichlet coefficients [39] for various topics while performing topics clusters for the set of tweet documents. It uses EM concept to update the probability topics of documents and saves the values into V. Dissimilarity values of V and RDM are computed for further assessment of a number of clusters and clustering objects for the topics of tweet documents. All these steps are described in Algorithm 4.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Baseline topic models [12] are enhanced as hybrid topic cluster models to separate topics from tweet documents visually. Proposed models derive topics or clusters with preclustering techniques and visually represented. Here we combine traditional topic models with VAT. We come up with hybrid topic models with Euclidean, cosine based and multiviewpoint cosine similarity measures for extracting and visualizing topic clouds and health tendency of different health topics from the benchmark and Twitter datasets. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of proposed hybrid topic modeling. It supports the entire knowledge discovery procedure, including analysis, inference, evaluation, and applications for health data clustering. In the data layer, read the health-related data of 2-topics to 20-topics, TREC2014, and TREC2015 health-related keyword phrases are considered in the extraction of health data from Twitter. In the processing layer, it provides an implementation of VNMF, VLDA, VintJNMF, VPLSA, and VPLA topic models. Besides that, this architecture presents three aspects of how to evaluate the performance of proposed algorithms by using internal validity indexes, external validity indexes, and computational complexity. We used internal indexes DB, CHI, SI, XI, PC, PEI, and SM to measure given clustering structures, and external validity indexes CA, NMI, Precision, Recall, and F-Score to measure the fitness of data and expected structure. The total number of iterations for convergence, time for execution (in seconds), and allocated memory (in Kbs) are taken as measures in the evaluation of topic models.
A. The Architecture of Hybrid Topic Models

B. Datasets Description
The experiments are executed with i7 processor, 16 GB RAM, under MATLAB 2019. Implementation details are as follows: Tweets documents and benchmark datasets are extracted with keyword phrases, preprocessed with the NLP tool. VAT used for assessment of the number of topics from tweet documents. Derived topic-document matrix is treated as input to partition matrix and derived VAT images for topics clustering of social data.
Subsets of labeled social health-related data sets from 2topics to 20-topics are extracted from Twitter. Collected documents consist of tweets, and retweets related to healthcare are preprocessed by standard NLP tools for removing irrelevant data in tweet documents. Datasets used in our study are described in [61] . The standard bench-marked health key phrases of TREC2015 [33] and TREC2014 [34] are used for the extraction of relevant health tweets phrases are mentioned in [61] . www.ijacsa.thesai.org 
C. Features of Hybrid Topic Algorithms Comparison
Hybrid topic cluster modeling algorithms are compared for different datasets with three factors i.e., data set size, the number of clusters, and data set type. Datasets of [61] shows the details of these features of datasets used in our experiments and the respective result analysis shown in the following sections. For each feature, four tests are made, one for each algorithm. Results are represented in the form of tables and graphs in the following sections.
V. VISUAL CLUSTER ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
A. Topics Clouds Description
Word cloud is a tool to describe results and trending keywords with the visual representation of word content commonly used to represent user-generated content in the respective health-related topic. It depicts the most frequently utilized words, the most important word is the biggest in size, and likewise, the size of the word decreases with each word's frequency correlated with font size. Fig. 2 shows the sample experimental word clouds formation of health data sets from Twitter, TREC2014, and TREC2015 keyword phrases data sets with following generalized steps.
1)
Text is extracted from collected tweet documents.
2) Bag of words or bag of topics is extracted from preprocessed tweets.
3) Infrequent words are removed from these bag of words or bag of topics.
4)
By using hybrid topic models, relevant words are found and represented as a word cloud based on the number of health-related topics. 5) Words, along with the size depicting intensity, are colorfully-plotted.
B. Assessment of Health Tendency
The visual evidence of topics clusters i.e., VAT images for the proposed models is shown in Fig. 3 for health tweets of TREC2015-3 keyword, TREC2015-4 keywords, 5-topics, 15topics, and 20-topics respectively. The VAT images show the visual assessment of topics clusters for VNMF, VLDA, VLSA, and VPLSA using Euclidean, cosine based and multiviewpoint cosine similarity measures, in which, every individual topic represented as dark square-shaped blocks along the diagonal. The quality of clusters is recognized with more clarity of square-shaped dark-colored in VAT Images. From the visual evidence of Fig. 3 , it is observed that more clarity of visual topics is found in most of the health-related datasets using a multi-viewpoint cosine metric than Euclidean and cosine based metrics. Several topics increase in some cases; more clarity is observed under cosine based metrics. Significance of these visual results stated that VNMF, VLSA, and VPLSA efficiently performed for detection of health topics cluster tendency in healthcare applications and observed that VLDA shows the less clarity of visual results when compared to other models. 
C. Performance Measures Evaluation
Our proposed mechanisms use both traditional topic models and visual technique i.e., VAT to find cluster tendency and to represent visually. A combination of VAT and topic models are used in our proposed framework (hence, they called as VNMF, VLDA, VLSI, and VPLSI) and experimented with Euclidean, cosine based and multiviewpoint cosine based metrics. Evaluation of proposed techniques are measured with five external validity indexes, namely, clustering accuracy (CA) [41] , normalized mutual information (NMI) [42] , precision (P), recall (R) and F-Score (F) [43] , [44] and seven internal validity indexes viz., Davies-Bouldin index (DB) [55] , [56] , [60] , Calinski-Harabasz Index (CHI) [55] , [56] , Silhouette Index (SI) [55] , [56] , Xie-Beni Index (XI) [57] , Partition Coefficient (PC) [59] , Partition Entropy Index (PEI) [57] , [58] , and Separation Measure (SM) [60] . Health tweets are assigned to topic clusters which are maintained the highest similarity with the topic clusters to improve the value of CA. Proposed visual topic models properly compute the similarity computations. NMI [42] computes the cluster accuracy by computation of mutual information I(W;C) divided by the clusters W and classes C. Here mutual information I(W;C) statistically computed by Eq. (4).
Variables k and j denote the number of clusters in W and C.
represents the cluster at index k from the topic clusters W and CJ represent the specific topic cluster with index k measured in evaluated clusters by proposed topic models. Precision (P) computes the fraction of relevant topics objects among extracted topics objects; Recall (R) computes the fraction of relevant topics objects among total topics objects. Equations of precision and recall are shown in"(5)" and "(6)" respectively.
Whereas TP refers to the true positives, TN refers to the true negative, FP refers to the false positive, and FN refers to the false negative. F-measure (F) computes both precisions and recall harmonic means, and it is shown in "(6)"
External validity indexes, i.e., CA, NMI, P, R and F-Score of 5-topics, 10-topics, 15-topics, and 20-topics health data tweets of proposed visual topic models are shown in Table I . VLSA and VPLSA under multi-viewpoint cosine distance similarity measure shows better performance than other hybrid models in case of CA and NMI external validity indexes. VNMF under multi-viewpoints performs better in precision (P), recall (R), and F-Score (F). As number topics are increased, external validity index values are decreased; however, except VLDA other three models under multiviewpoint cosine metric maintains good clustering accuracy values.
Internal validity indexes, i.e., DB, CHI, SI, XI, PC, PEI, and SM of 5-topics, 10-topics, 15-topics, and 20-topics of proposed visual topic models are shown in Table I . It is observed that in case of DB internal validity index VLSI, VPLSI under multi-viewpoint cosine shows better performance, as the number of topics increases VNMF under multi-viewpoint shows better results. CHI and SI internal validity indexes perform well under multi-viewpoints in VLSA and VPLSA models, whereas XI, PEI, and SM under Euclidean distance perform well for VNMF and PC results are scattered under Euclidean distance. It is proved that the multiviewpoint cosine metric is greatly succeeded in text clustering as per the overall observations of both external and internal validity indexes performance measures.
External validity indexes, i.e., CA, NMI, P, R and F-Score and internal validity indexes DB, CHI, SI, XI, PC, PEI and SM of TRC2014 and TRC2015 Health keyword phrases datasets of proposed visual topic models are shown in Table II and Table III respectively. It is observed that for both.
TREC2014 and TREC2015 datasets all external indexes perform well under multi-viewpoint cosine similarity for VNMF and VLSA models and all internal indexes except XI and CHI perform well under cosine metric similarity for VNMF. Fig. 4 shows the comparative results with a bar graph of external validity indexes for 4-topics, 8-topics, 12-topics, and 20-topics health tweets, TREC2014 4-keyword, 3-keyword, and TREC2015 4-keyword phrases, 5-keyword phrases. Fig. 5 shows comparative results of internal indexes with line graphs of 18-topics, 20-topics, and TREC2014 and TREC2015 3keyword and 4-keyword phrases. It shows the performance of hybrid visual topic models with Euclidean, cosine based and multi-viewpoint cosine based comparative metric analysis of VNMF, VLDA, VLSA, and VPLSA models. From this analysis, it is confirmed that VLSA, VPLSA and VNMF is capable of clustering health tweets with a better accuracy rate under multi-viewpoint cosine based similarity metrics. Comparative analysis shows that better performance values are obtained in VLSA, VPLSA, and VNMF visual topic models are more suitable topic models for accessing topics and for discovering complete clustering results of health datasets. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Table IV shows the total number of iterations required for the execution of hybrid visual topic models with an error tolerance of 0.000001 for convergence of 2-topics to 20-topics of twitter health datasets and TREC2014 and TREC2015 2, 3, 4 and 5-keyword phrases of data sets under multi-viewpoints, cosine and Euclidean metrics.
D. Convergence Study
Bar graphs are represented in Fig. 6 for 2-topics to 20topics health datasets and TREC2014 and TREC2015 keyword phrases. On overall observations in all types of datasets, the total number of iterations required within error tolerance is less under multi-viewpoints cosine distance metric than Euclidean and cosine based metric. There are only a few cases where less number of iterations required under Euclidean distance such as 13-topics, 15-topics, 16-topics, and 20-topics.
E. Computational Complexity Analysis
Computational time in seconds and allocated memory in Kb are measured for evaluating the computational complexity of visual topic models. Table V presents the total computation time of visual topic models for various subsets, include 5topics, 10-topics, 15-topics, and 20-topics of datasets, TREC2014, and TRC2015 all keyword phrases datasets. It presents the computation time using Euclidean, cosine based and multi-viewpoint cosine based distance metrics for comparative analysis purpose. It is noted that VNMF under multi-viewpoint is taking less amount of time when the number of topics is less than five. As the number of topics increasing VLSA under cosine based metric taking less time than other models. Hence, VLSA under cosine based metric is the time-efficient model for topics clustering. Fig. 7 shows the computational time analysis using bar graphs under Euclidean, cosine based and multi-viewpoints cosine based metrics. In the cosine metric, it is observed that VPLSA has taken less computational time than other models for 5-topics to 20-topics health data and TREC2014 and TREC2015 datasets. www.ijacsa.thesai.org A memory requirement is another important criterion for calculating computational complexity. In the experimental analysis, the memory allocated for successful running visual topic models are measured in terms of Kb for 2-topics to 20topics, TREC2014 and TREC2015 datasets under three different similarity measures, i.e., Euclidean, cosine based, and multi-viewpoint cosine distance values are tabulated in Table VI . It is observed that VLSA under cosine based is more memory efficient than other visual hybrid models. Fig. 8 shows the memory requirement comparison for visual topic models, and it is evaluated for 2-topics to 20-topics, TREC2014, and TREC2015 using Euclidean, cosine based, and multi-viewpoints cosine based distance that of other visual topic models, though VLSA and VNMF visual model performs well in other aspects i.e., results visually, which are more suitable for our further work in developing smart healthcare applications. Our proposed visual topic models outperform with other traditional topic models in two aspects; VLSI under cosine has taken less amount of space than other visual topic models in most of the health topics. VLSI performs well concerning space complexity than other models. First, cluster tendency or prior knowledge about social data is unknown in existing topic models, whereas our models assess the prior information of social data clusters visually without external interference. Secondly, our visual topic models effectively deal with a large amount of unlabeled social data in determining the number of clusters (or topics) visually. In our work, cluster validity is assessed by both internal and external cluster index measures with Euclidean, cosine based, and multi-viewpoints cosine based similarity measures.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Topic models are capable of finding hidden conceptual topics from such a vast number of terms of tweet documents. The topic models, LSI, PLSI, NMF, LDA, and intJNMF determines the topic clusters without knowledge of cluster tendency. Hybrid topic models overcome the problem of health cluster tendency and improve the performance of topic clustering. The empirical analysis of proposed hybrid topic model techniques is performed based on the parameters, such as convergence speed, time, and space computational complexities. In our experimental study, cosine based hybrid topics models much succeeded for the detection of hidden concepts or topics from tweets documents and observed numerical improvement with an increased rate of 40% to 45% over 2-topics to 10-topics and 35% to 30% over 11-topics to 20-topics. Among proposed visual topic models, VLSA and VNMF under multi-viewpoints cosine show the best performance in finding both numbers of topics for unlabeled twitter data and tweets clustering internal and external validity indexes, total numbers of iterations for convergence and less time is taken for execution. Hence, VNMF and VLSA show better performance in finding both the number of topics as well as clustering results for unlabeled twitter data and tweets. Based on the observation of space complexity in experimental, it needs to be improved as scalable visual topic models in future work for performing effective big data health clustering.
